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S en. Hillary Rodham Clinton and
three Nobel Prize winners—Claude

Cohen-Tannoudji, Steven Chu and
William D. Phillips—are scheduled to
address Frontiers in Optics (FiO), OSA’s
88th Annual Meeting, in Rochester, N.Y.,
next month. The event, which will be
held in conjunction with the annual
meeting of the American Physical
Society’s Laser Science Division, will 
feature peer-reviewed technical presen-
tations and a range of activities to
celebrate the 75th anniversary of the
University of Rochester’s Institute 
of Optics.

“We have designed this year’s pro-
gram to review the many different view-
points and unique interests of those in
the field,” said Robert Boyd, co-chair 
of this year’s conference. “Frontiers in
Optics is the time for all of us within
this community to learn about the latest
advances in each other’s fields, collabo-
rate on new ideas and get together in 
one forum that supports the breadth of
optics and photonics.”

The technical program
To tighten and hone conference content,
in a first for the OSA annual meeting,
peer review of papers has been intro-

duced. “With so many different topic
areas represented, we thought it impor-
tant to institute a formal peer review to
make sure that each and every paper pre-
sented has a strong impact,” said Edward
Watson, also a conference co-chair. “It’s
our goal for this year’s event to provide a
high level snapshot of the field of optics
and photonics. To do that, it was impera-
tive that we work with the committees to
carefully select the material that will be
showcased.”

The conference will feature 730 pre-
sentations on topics ranging from ultra-
fast optics to quantum electronics.
Special attention went into selecting
invited speakers for each area. Some 
key papers will focus on:

Fast and slow light. Presentations will
cover theoretical and experimental
research on limits to the speed of infor-
mation transfer, descriptions of the
information content of superluminal
pulses, and slow light propagation and
light pulse storage in gases and solids
using electromagnetically induced trans-
parency, coherent population oscillations
or other effects. Presentations in this top-
ical area will include a tutorial and five
invited talks.

Ultrafast optics. Speakers will focus on
ultrashort pulse lasers, which provide a
unique tool for the study and manipula-
tion of biological systems. Nonlinear
processes (e.g., two-photon excited fluo-
rescence) induced by these pulses can be
used to generate image contrast with
endogenous or exogenous agents and to
selectively damage specific structures,
all with micrometer-scale, three-dimen-

sional localization deep in a
biological specimen. Talks will
cover nonlinear microscopy
techniques, the use of nonlin-
ear microscopy for in vitro
and in vivo biological studies,
and the use of ultrashort
pulses for localized disruption
of biological material.
Presentations will include a
tutorial and three invited talks.

Adaptive optics. Speakers
will describe how the tech-
nique can be used to compen-
sate for imperfections in 

optical media and provide enhanced res-
olution in a wide range of imaging appli-
cations. The FiO symposium presents
the latest scientific and technological
applications of adaptive optics in visual
science, biomedical imaging and Earth-
based astronomy.

In addition to the technical presen-
tations, a special program, “Optics
Overviews: What’s Hot in Optics
Today?” will highlight recent develop-
ments in a format designed to be accessi-
ble to non-technical attendees.

As part of FiO, six short courses will
be conducted on topics ranging from
biophotonics to digital imaging.

Keynote presentations
This year’s meeting will include two
keynote sessions. On Oct. 11, Sen.
Clinton is expected to address the
importance of government funding for
science and technology.

A talk by Kerry Vahala of the
California Institute of Technology,
“Minding the V’s and Q’s of
Microresonators,” will provide an
overview of their applications accompa-
nied by a description of the novel physics
of confined and concentrated photons.
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Watt Webb of Cornell University will
illustrate the expanding role of biopho-
tonics in a talk that describes advances 
in areas that include single-molecule
enzyme dynamics, molecular folding
through fluctuation dynamics and deep
intrinsic tissue nonlinear spectroscopy
imaging in vivo.

Emil Wolf of the University of
Rochester will present a talk entitled
“The Development of the Theories of
Coherence and Polarization.” Wolf will
present a complete history of contribu-
tions in the field, beginning with the pio-
neering research of G. G. Stokes (circa
1852) and of E. Verdet (circa 1869), and
culminating with a discussion of the
recently formulated unified theory of
coherence and polarization.

A second keynote session Oct. 12 will
honor the recipients of the 2004 OSA
awards. It will feature a panel discussion
which includes OSA’s newest honorary
members, Nobel Prize winners Cohen-
Tannoudji, Chu and Phillips. The session

will open with an informal networking
event for awards recipients and other
attendees, followed by presentations and
comments from OSA’s honorary mem-
bers and David J. Wineland, the recipient
of the 2004 Frederic Ives Medal/Jarus W.
Quinn Endowment.

Exhibition
With approximately 80 corporations
participating, the 2004 FiO exhibit will
be one of the largest in recent years.
Regional business will be highlighted in
the Rochester Pavilion, a special exhibit
featuring companies that have been
launched in the Rochester area.

Special events
Several events have been added to this
year’s program to mark significant
anniversaries, including a symposium on
coherence in physical optics: “50 Years of
the Wolf Equations.”

For the past 19 years, in conjunction
with the annual meeting, OSA has
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hosted an event in honor of pre-college
science educators. This year’s Science
Educators’ Day has as its theme “Optics
Is Everywhere.”

The Institute of Optics will host
its 75th anniversary celebration. “The
University of Rochester’s Institute of
Optics has had a long and rich history
and a strong connection to OSA,” said
Wayne Knox, director of the institute.
“At the 75th anniversary, we’re looking
back on where we’ve been and at the
same time ahead to the future. We are
excited about our new optics/biomedical
engineering building, and we will be
revealing the latest plans at the ground-
breaking ceremony (Oct. 10).”

The celebration will include a sympo-
sium honoring Rudolf and Hilda
Kingslake.

For more information or to register,
visit www.osa.org/ meetings/annual/.

Colleen Morrison (cmorri@osa.org) is OSA’s direc-
tor of media relations and government affairs.
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Tell us what you think: http://www.osa-opn.org/survey.cfm
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